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Pizza Toppings Adventure

On every Thursday in the year of 2013 three Adjective friends, Bailey "the all mighty"; Weber, Scotty "

outstanding"; Schulte, and Zach D Denney D "dinomight"; embark on an adventure for Adjective pizza

toppings. To celebrate living through 2012.

These three legendary friends started marking down their Adjective list of over the top pizza toppings by

visiting the lost island of Aki-Aki- Niho. Where this island is most well Article for its human limbs,

cheese filled crust pizza. Bailey warned his fellow chaps to carefully Verb their slice of questionable

pizza, for Zach D Denney D had already taken one lick and started turning a Adjective shade of green.

When the three friends went to leave they found it difficult to find a ride to the underwater city of Atlantis

because the locals their spoke a Noun language that they could not understand.

When the three heroes of time finally reached the famous underwater city of Atlantis, the first thing that caught

they eyes was the Adjective pizzeria located right behind the gates. Where the widely famous squid and

ink pizza was born. It's said that the Adjective Aqua Man created the pizza himself. It's also said that the

Noun pizza has different affects from person to person. So after Scotty took his first bite he had strong

temptations to Verb around the city. Unlike Scotty, Bailey, had the feeling to be extremely

Adjective . Zach D Denney Â D on the other hand became very Adjective and could not stop

talking about the female supposedly looking at him from across the way.



After these adventures the now exhausted friends decided to take a brake from their weekly adventures, for Zach

was still green, and Scotty would not stop dancing.
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